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The Sarens Group continues to grow at a rapid pace. The projects in this Heavy
Weight News are a clear testimony to this growth.
All these projects have one thing in common “our desire to improve our safety
performance every day”.
Sarens continuously improves on its safety efforts, as we are convinced that
there is only one path that will lead us to success - the path of safety. Sarens
management is fully committed to the policy of “Zero Incidents” and will not
deviate from the achievement of this goal.

A flexible Sarens Organisation
required for a salvage operation
Client: Smit Salvage
Location: UK
Equipment used: TC 3200 and SCX 2500

We hope you will enjoy reading your Heavy Weight News.

Carl Van den Eynde
CEO

The Sarens UK Terex Demag TC 3200
and Sarens Nederland Sumitomo
SCX 2500 cranes were in all urgency
placed and erected on a crane
barge. The crane barge set sail
on January 24 and by January 28
the barge was moored alongside
the “MV Napoli” ready to begin
lifting activities. The TC 3200
recovered the containers from the
stranded ship and placed them onto

World record again!
Location: Huningue (F) – Weil am Rhein (D)
Equipment: Twin barges, Karel & Victor
SPMT’s (4 x 12 axle lines)
CS 600 T / CS 250 T

Sarens Deutschland received the contract to install the
new world record bridge (longest pedestrian and arched
bridge in the world being 248 m long and weighing
1.200 T) in November 2006.
The bridge connects the French Huningue with Weil
am Rhein on the German side.

the barge. The smaller Sumitomo
transferred the containers one-byone on to a lightering vessel that
brought them ashore. The availability
of our Sarens Netherlands quay
was ideal for the outfitting of the
barge with two crawler cranes.
The versatility and ever readiness
of the Sarens organisation are
again demonstrated by this
salvage operation.

The booming French Market:

Our roots in the Belgian refineries:
Location: Esso Antwerp
Equipment: CC 2800; LTM 1250

Cegelec – Le Barp – LR 1750
2 x 6 lines Kamag

The Turn Around – 2006 at the Esso
(Exxon Mobil) Refinery Antwerp,
required the lifting of the main reactor,
to replace the bottom part.
Sarens NV started this project together
with the Esso project team from the
beginning by developing the lifting
study and crane selection.
With the CC 2800/1 this was executed
in a 4-step lifting sequence. First the

Transport, lifting and installation
of a 140 T sphere used in a new
thermo nuclear fusion process.
The crane was installed on top of
a concrete roof. Sarens not only
performed the transporting and
lifting, our engineering department
designed a “matting system”
with steel mats, wooden mats
and neoprene to minimize forces
being transmitted to the structure
below.

reactor top part (see picture) was lifted
and placed on a temporary support
enabling access inside the reactor
top for inspection and necessary
remedial works. Then the exchange
of the bottom part took place:
Old Out New In.
After this the refurbished reactor top
was lifted back in place.

Sarens Heavy Lift Department
was in action for Secomat at
the Essoplant in Fos-sur-Mer
positioning a new 505 T vessel
weighing 332 T with LR 1750
crawler crane and CC 2800 tailing
crane

Move my workshop please!

Eiffel – Lauterbourg

Location: Luxembourg
Equipment: SPMT’s – 24 axle lines

Loading of a bridge
element weighing
1.280 T and 120 m
long in Lauterbourg.

Eiffel Fos-sur-Mer
Load-out of modules
weighing from 160
to 2.000 T. Mooring,
ballasting, transporting and weighing;
nothing more we
could offer on top of
this….

In Toulouse, Sarens recovered a tunnel-drilling machine from a ditch by rolling
the unit out in the opposite way to which it had rolled in. This avoided an
expensive and risky crane operation. Sarlift towers were used to lift and jack
down the drilling machine on to the transport.

Indeed, a picture tells more than 1.000 words…..

Saint Nazaire - Sartower: dismantling of a gantry crane, weight 1.600 T.

Blowing in the “Polish” wind
Client: Gamesa Wind GmbH
Location: Puck, Poland
Equipment: LR1400/2; AC300; 2 X AC120 and trailers

Our Asian Games : Khalifa Stadium
Location: Qatar
Equipment: LTM 1250; LTM 1100; LTM 1090; LTM 1080 / 70 / 60 / 30

		

Sarens participated in the success of
the smooth organisation of the Asian
Games in Qatar.

More than 10 mobile cranes were active
during the whole assembly period.
The opening and closing ceremony
took place in this stadium.

Sarens built 11 wind turbines in North Poland
close to the sea. This is the best place for wind
turbines, however working conditions are very
difficult.
It was the largest Sarens project of that kind in
Poland up to now.
For the installation of the turbines Sarens used
a LR1400/2. Sarens Polska supplied hydraulic
service cranes and assisted the Dutch Sarens
Steel Erectors team who are specialized in
wind turbine assembly work.
The transport division of Sarens Polska also
provided their services to transport all goods
to the jobsite. A complete package in Poland!

Mexico…. Mexico….. Mexíco…..
Location: Tultilan, Mexico
Equipment: TC1100; AC 1600

Sarens Quay, a new sea access
Location: Sarens Nederland, Dordrecht, The Netherlands

At the Mexican location
of Tultilan, Sarens used
a 500 T telescopic crane
with a 300 T lattice
boom crawler for the
placement of bridge
sections
weighing
approximately 200 T.

A First for Sarens in South Africa!
Location: Durban, South-Africa
Equipment used: skid shoes

At Durban, South Africa the
Sarens team successfully moved
2 out of 14 container cranes weighing
approximately 1.300 T over a
distance of 80 m. This was achieved
by skidding, using self-elevating
(integrated jacks) and self-equalising
skid shoes with a capacity of 480 T
each.

The “Push-Pull” forces are transferred to the skid track by a gripper jack
system. The operation was controlled
from a single console that provided
equal flow to each skid shoe.
Please feel free to contact our Special
Project Department regarding this
project and for other opportunities.

Sarens has the usage of a loading
quay at its Dordrecht subsidiary.
The water at the 400 meter long
quay has a depth of 12 meters.
Sarens has offloaded various
seagoing vessels carrying wind
turbines from Gamesa in Spain.
The offloaded items can either be
temporarily stored at the 28.000 m2
yard or loaded on trucks for further
transport. In the future our Dutch
subsidiary will further develop its
stevedoring activities.

Luxury resort, our Middle East
Head Office reports:

A second contract for Kazakhstan:
Client: GATE – AGIP - ENI
Location: Karabatam, Kazakhstan
Equipment: PC 9600; CC 4000

Client: Durrat Al Bahrain Co Ltd
Location: Bahrain
Equipment: CC 2600; CC 1800; 12 axle Nicolas modular trailer and prime
mover tractor.

A luxury resort in the south of Bahrain
consisting of 12 manmade islands
where thousands of villas, schools,
a hospital, shopping malls, etc. will be
constructed.
Sarens Nass won the contract to lift
and place 395 bridge elements each

This is the second 2006 project in
Kazakhstan for the PC 9600 lifting a
635 T Amine Absorber in Karabatam.
The lift was undertaken using the
PC 9600 (2.000 T capacity) main lift
crane and the CC 4000 (800 T) crawler
mounted tailing crane. This lift was

195 T to build 9 bridges interlinking
the islands and connecting to the
mainland. The CC 1800 worked in
the casting yard lifting elements
to storage yard and loading to the
modular trailers. The CC 2600 lifted
from the trailer and placed all the
bridge elements.

particularly difficult owing to the
logistics of getting both the cranes
and the vessel to site as there is no
direct access to a water network and
all items were transported by road or
railway into Kazakhstan.

Maiden lift CC 6800

“Schwerlasttagung” in Potsdam
Location: Potsdam, Germany

Location: Burghausen
Equipment: CC 6800; LR 1350

Organiser: Fachhochschule Potsdam

Every 2 years Professor Dr. Jürgen Poelke of the
Advanced Technical Collage invites Sarens to
present the latest evolutions for moving major
components vertically or horizontally.

One of Sarens newly ordered 1.250 T
capacity cranes, Demag CC 6800,
made its “maiden” lift at the OMV
Refinery in Burghausen.

For Sarens “nothing is too heavy, nothing is
too high”, we had to be there. Dirk Verwimp
presented the latest “creative solutions”.

Lifting of “Deisobutenizers”, the
largest equipment component of the
first European Metathesesplant to
prepare propylene for the Synthetic
Industry.
A mega column was lifted on January 8,
2007.

Please do not hesitate to invite us to your organization for training
sessions or presentations of this kind, a service we are pleased to provide
anywhere in the world!
Gert Hendrickx offered the same services recently in a presentation at the
“Jacobs Second Partnership Days” in the Netherlands.

Always more from “down under”…
Client: INCO
Location: Goro, New Caledonia
Equipment: CC 8800; CC 2800;
LR 1400; SCX 2000; SCX 2500;
30 hydraulic cranes;
84 lines of SPMT’s
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This group picture was taken after
a toolbox meeting where a token
award was presented to celebrate the
improved safety on the site.
At this time, we had 10 nationalities
working for Sarens: Belgian, French,
Italian, Spanish, Russian, Greek,
German, Dutch, Thai and Philippine.

Currently we have a group of 50 people
from different Sarens departments,
which will increase to 78 by mid 2007.

Picture below:
Site technical complexity : a 10% slope to
take

